In the Young's double slit experiment, the spatial shift of the interference pattern projected onto a screen is directly related to the phase difference between the fields diffracted by the two slits. We apply this property to fields emitted by nonlinear processes and thus demonstrate background-free coherent antiStokes Raman scattering microscopy near an axial interface between a resonant and a nonresonant medium. This method is relevant to remove the nonresonant background in other coherent resonant processes.
The Young's double slit experiment has been crucial in revealing the wave nature of light and particles [1] [2] [3] . Recently, fields as diverse as plasmonics [4] , attosecond [5] , or molecular physics [6] have successfully revisited this classical experiment. In its original realization, monochromatic light (at wavelength ) diffracted by two slits interferes on a screen. In a slightly modified setup [ Fig. 1(a) ], light diffracted by one slit is attenuated and phase shifted by '. The fields diffracted by the slits are thus E 1 expði'Þ and E 2 . If the distance between the screen and the slits is significantly larger than the slit separation, the interference pattern takes the approximate expression [7] IðxÞ ¼ jE 1 j 2 þ jE 2 j 2 þ 2jE 1 jjE 2 j cos 2ax
The interference term depends on the geometrical phase difference and the phase shift '. In the absence of phase shift (' ¼ 0), the interference pattern is symmetric [IðxÞ ¼ IðÀxÞ] . The introduction of the phase shift (' Þ 0) leads to a spatial shift of the whole interference pattern [ Fig. 1(a) ] and the central maximum of intensity on the screen is now shifted by a quantity that is directly proportional to '. Moreover, the difference between the intensities at points MðxÞ and M 0 ðÀxÞ is
This expression shows that the intensity difference is proportional to the imaginary part jE 1 j sinð'Þ of the field E 1 expði'Þ. We report here how the phase dependence of the interference pattern in a Young's double slit experiment enables the measurement of the phase of the electric field emitted in a third-order resonant process, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), and thus the exclusive detection of the so-called resonant CARS signal. In degenerate CARS, two pump (at angular frequency ! p ) and Stokes (at angular frequency ! s ) waves mix to generate a parametric anti-Stokes wave at angular frequency ! as ¼ 2! p À ! s [ Fig. 1(b) ] [8, 9] . The anti-Stokes emission is enhanced when the energy difference @ð! p À ! s Þ coincides with a vibrational level @ R of a chemical species present in the sample. When implemented in microscopy, CARS has proved to be a valuable tool for threedimensional molecular vibration imaging of unstained cells and tissues with high sensitivity and high chemical specificity [10] . In CARS, a strong nonresonant background interferes coherently with the resonant Raman signal with the main effect to degrade the vibrational contrast of spectra. Time-resolved [11] , polarization sensitive [12] , Epi (backward) [13] , and optical heterodyne [14] detection schemes, as well as spectral phase control [15, 16] , frequency-modulation [17] , or vibrational phase contrast [18] , have been implemented to circumvent the undesirable effects of this nonresonant background in CARS microscopy but at the price of increased instrumen- tal complexity or degraded signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Spatial phase shaping of focus beams has been investigated to cancel the signal from a bulk medium in CARS microscopy [19] . Nevertheless, such an implementation requires complex phase masks. Background-free CARS spectra can also be obtained near interfaces perpendicular to the optical axis (transverse interfaces) under conventional focused excitation [20] provided that the samples are symmetric [21] . The main drawback of this method is the successive acquisition of two signals, an unfavorable feature regarding the SNR of the measurement. The special case of pump and Stokes lasers incident on an interface parallel to the optical axis (axial interface) between spectroscopically different media is analog to the Young's double slit experiment: the induced third-order electric fields interfere in the far-field, forming an interference pattern dependent on their relative phase [Eq. (1)]. The induced nonlinear polarization radiating the CARS signal is given by P ð3Þ ðrÞ ¼ ð3Þ ðrÞ:E p ðrÞ:E p ðrÞ:E Ã s ðrÞ where E p ðrÞ and E s ðrÞ are, respectively, the pump and Stokes electric fields [8] . The ð3Þ ðrÞ tensor can be decomposed into a resonant and a nonresonant term
NR . The former carries the vibrational resonance information [22] (leading to a phase shift ' of the emitted field).
We consider a plane interface (x ¼ 0 plane) between a resonant medium 1 (left space) and a nonresonant medium 2 (right space) with respective nonlinear susceptibilities and (
2NR ) terms are, respectively, the complex resonant and real nonresonant parts of the nonlinear susceptibilities of media 1 and 2. We consider now two spatially and temporally overlapping pump and Stokes beams focused on the interface (x ¼ 0). Because CARS is a coherent process, the total emitted anti-Stokes far-field is the interference between the anti-Stokes fields emitted by media 1 and 2. Similar to the Young's double slit experiment, the anti-Stokes far-field generated in the direction k is the analog of the interference pattern generated at position x on the screen. Based on a three-dimensional full-vectorial model of the CARS emission [21, 23] , we have computed far-field radiation patterns of the CARS signals generated at the interface. When medium 1 is off resonance, the CARS far-field radiation pattern is centered on the optical axis (k x ¼ k y ¼ 0), as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This is equivalent to the situation ' ¼ 0 in the Young's double slit experiment. When medium 1 exhibits a vibrational resonance [ Fig. 2(c) ], the radiation pattern shifts by Ák x along the k x axis toward the resonant medium 1 as a result of the phase ' 1 of the ð3Þ 1 tensor. As seen in Fig. 2(d) , this angular shift closely follows ' 1 , similar to the Young's double slit experiment.
We now concentrate on the CARS signals emitted in two symmetrical forward (Fwd) directions, k ¼ ðk x ; k y ; k z Þ and k 0 ¼ ðÀk x ; k y ; k z Þ (Fig. 2) . To pursue our analogy, we can 
Noting that j
1 , the previous equation can be recast as
Equation (4) demonstrates that the CARS signal difference between the two symmetrical directions k and k 0 is proportional to the imaginary part of ð3Þ 1R well known to be the pure Raman spectrum [24] of medium 1. Furthermore, the Raman spectrum is heterodyned with the nonresonant background ð3Þ 2NR coming from medium 2. This is of considerable interest for detecting weak Raman bands. Finally, ÁIðkÞ is proportional to the number of resonant CARS scatterers, a useful property when studying diluted samples [25] . These analytical predictions were confirmed by our three-dimensional vectorial model. Figure 3 
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213905-2 face, respectively integrated in the (k x < 0) and (k x > 0) parts of the Fourier space, and their difference ÁI, versus the normalized Raman resonance detuning . On the same graph, we have superimposed Im½
1R to appreciate the validity of our approach. Moreover, in Fig. 3(b) , we plot Iðk À x Þ, Iðk þ x Þ and their difference, now as a function of the focus shift x to the interface, for Raman peak ( ¼ 0) and demonstrate the ability of our technique to highlight ''chemical'' interfaces in CARS microscopy.
To demonstrate experimentally background-free CARS microscopy near axial interfaces, we have modified a previously described CARS microscope [26] in which pump and Stokes pulse trains are delivered by two electronically synchronized picosecond tunable mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the laser beams are spatially recombined and injected into a 1.2 numerical aperature water immersion objective lens. The samples are raster scanned using a three-dimensional piezo stage. The generated Fwd-CARS beam is collected and collimated by a 0.5 numerical aperature objective lens and then is split by a 50=50 beam splitter. Each of the two resulting beams has its (k x < 0) or (k x > 0) component cut by a razor blade on a complementary base. The two resulting CARS signals Iðk [ Fig. 4(d) ] is due to the fact that the Raman resonance at 1003 cm À1 falls already close to the CARS spectral ''dip'' [ Fig. 4(b) ] [27] . The subtraction of the two signals filtered by the razor blades highlights the interfaces between the bead and the liquid on resonance perpendicular to the x axis [ Fig. 4(f) ]. In addition, the sign of this signal difference gives the relative positions of the resonant and nonresonant media as the CARS beam is deflected toward the resonant medium. However, this operation leaves a signal off resonance [ Fig. 4(e) ] when the excitation volume is not centered in the bead. This is due to the residual refractive index mismatch between the bead and the liquid (n % 0:04), the bead acting as a lens that deflects the CARS beam [26] . Such an effect is inherent to CARS signal generation at interfaces and has been already observed with focus-engineering techniques [19] . For further applications, it may be calibrated to get true background-free CARS images. However, the contrast of the image obtained on Raman resonance [ Fig. 4(f) ] is dominated by the interference effect between the fields emitted by the resonant and the nonresonant media and not by this ''refractive effect.'' In a second experiment, we have imaged COS 7 cells in water and targeted the 2845 cm À1 CH 2 resonance (Fig. 5) . Here, our ''x interface sensitive'' Our technique is similar to a conventional homodyne detection scheme except for the fact that the local oscillator is the signal generated in the nonresonant medium, the level of which cannot be increased arbitrarily to reach shot noise limited SNR. In practice, the signal and the local oscillator have similar magnitudes and the difference of signals expressed in Eq. (3) needs, to reach shot noise limited SNR, to be stronger than the noise coming from the detectors and the intensity fluctuations of the laser. The former is reduced in our experiment through the use of avalanche photodiodes. The latter can be overcome by normalizing the signals by the measured laser powers. In summary, revisiting the Young's double slit experiment has led to a novel method for highlighting spatially and spectrally chemical interfaces in nonlinear microscopy. The method can be implemented very simply on any conventional narrow-band or multiplex CARS microscope. The analysis has focused so far on interfaces contained in the (yz) plane but it can be extended to any interface parallel to the optical z axis. For this task the signals generated in the directions k ¼ ðk x ; k y ; k z Þ and k 00 ¼ ðÀk x ; Àk y ; k z Þ have to be subtracted. This can be achieved by imaging the Fourier plane in the Fwd direction with a camera (instead of two punctual detectors) or by using a four-quadrant photodiode. For any interface, the described technique highlights the component of the interface containing the z axis. For laser-scanning applications [28] , the method is still valid provided that the analysis is performed in a spatially stable Fourier plane (i.e., the back focal plane of the collection objective or its further images). This approach is not limited to nonlinear processes and applies to any process exhibiting both coherent and resonant features.
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